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1.0 BACKGROUND

Following the Ginna Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) event on January 25,
1982, the SGTR subgroup of the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) submitted
WCAP-10698, "SGlR Analysis Methodology to Determine the Margin to Steam
Generator Overfill," dated December 1984 for NRC review. The submittal ;lso
references WCAP-10698, Supplement 1, " Evaluation of Offsite Radiation Doses
for a Steam Generator Tube Rupture Accident." In the evaluation of
WCAP-10698 (NRC letter dated March 30, 1987), the staff concluded that the WOG
provided an acceptable and conservative methodology for the generic SGTR
analysis. However,_ five specific parameters used in the analysis may vary
significantly from plant to plant, altering the steam generator overfill and
radiological dose results. Therefore, the staff concluded that each member of
the SGTR subgroup and all Westinghouse near-term operating licenses (NT0L's)
would be required to submit the following plant specific information before
the methodolog,y from WCAP-10698 could be applied on a plant-specific basis:

1. Demonstrate that the operator action times assumed in the analysis are
realistic;

2, Perform a site specific SGTR radiation offsite consequence analysis;

3. Evaluate the adequacy of the main steam lines and associated supports
under water-filled conditions as a result of SGTR overfill;

4. Provide a list of systems; co'nponents and instrumentation which are
credited for accident mitigation in the plant-specific SGTR emergency
operating procedures (E0Ps).

5. Survey the designs of the primary and balance-of-plant systems design to
determine the compatibility with the bounding analysis in WCAP-10698.

By letter dated October 12, 1989, Houston Lighting and Power Company (the
licensee) provided plant-specific information regarding South Texas Project,
Units 1 and 2 steam generator tube rupture, in response to the staff's request
-(Safety Evaluation Report, NUREG-0781, Confirmatory Item No. 28). An
evaluation of the licensee's response to each Confirmatory Iscue follows.
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2.0 [yALUATION

Tte South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2 (STP) employs two essentially identical
Westinghouse pressurized water reactor units rated at 3800 Mwt. The reactor
coolant system for each unit has four reactor coolant loops with a steam
generator in each loop. Since the reactor structures and auxiliary equipment
are substantially identical for the two units, the SGTR evaluation is
applicable for both units.

Confirmatory issue 1 - Demonstrate that the operator action times assumed in
the analysis are realistic.

The staff's evaluation of the Westinghouso Owner's Group WCAP-10698 stipulates
plant-specific criteria for assessing operator action times in the event of an
SGTR. Those criteria were employed to evaluate the information provided by
the licensee regarding operator action times during an SGTR at STP, The
evaluation is based on the following:

Criterion 1. Provide simulator and emergency operating procedure training
related to a potential SGTR.

By letter of October 12, 1989 the licensee documented that onsite simulator
and-EOP training related to a potential SGTR has been provided. The staff
finds the licensee has satisfied Criterion 1.

Criterion 2. Complete demonstration runs to show that the operator action
times assumed in the SGTR analysis are realistic and achievable by plant
operators.

- By letter of October 12, 1989, the licensee provided the assumed operator
response times for the overfill scenario. The response times were as follows:

ACTIONS OVERFILL SCENARIO
(ASSUMED TIMES)

Identify and isolate ruptured 10-

steam generator

Initiate cooldown of reactor 4.

coolant system

Initiate depressurization of 3.

reactor coolant system

Initiate safety injection 2.

termination
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The licensee has used the longest demonstrated crew times for each operator
action as the assumed times (shown in Table above) for the overfill scenario
analysis. The staff finds that such an approach for the SGTR analysis is
acceptable, However, only 3 of 10 operating crews participated in demon-
stration runs regarding the overfill scenario. The staff position is to have
all operating crews participate in demonstration runs to confirm that the
accident can be mitigated within a period of time compatible with overfill
prevention, using design basis assumptions regarding available equipment, and
to demonstrate that the operator action times assumed in the analysis are
realistic. Therefore, the number of operating crews participating in the
demonstration runs for South Texas were too few to provide adequate
confirmation of the operator action times. The staff requests that the
licensee submit to NRC the demonstrated SGTR operator response times for the
overfill scenario representing all of the current South Texas operators. This
issue is unresolved.

Criterion 3. Complete demonstration runs to show that the postulated SGTR
accident can be mitigated within a time period compatible with overfill
prevention, using design basis assumptions regarding available equipment and
its impact on operator response times.

As stated above, the staff has determined that demonstration runs of only 3
crews is insufficient to determine realistic operator action times. Withcut
realistic operator action times the staff concludes that Criterion 3 is not
satisfied.

Criterion 4. If the E0Ps specify SG sampling as a means of identifying the SG
with the ruptured tube, provide the expected time period for obtaining the
sample results and discuss the effect on the duration of the accident.

In E0P [1(2)P0P05-E0-E030] for STP, sampling is one of three methods to
identify the ruptured SG. The licensee's letter dated October 12, 1989,
indicated that the timely mitigation of the SGTR event is based on the use of
radiation monitors and level to identify the ruptured SG. The staff finds
that Criterion 4 is sati.fied.

The staff has reviewed Houston Lighting & Power Company's responses regarding
operator action times for the overfill scenario, concluding that the licensee
has satisfactorily satisfied two of four criteria required to complete the
staff's review. The licensee is rcquested to submit demonstrated operator
response time for the overfill scenario, representing all of the STP

! operators, on a schedule to be negotiated with the staff so that the staff can
complete its review.

I Confirmatory issue 2 - Perform a site specific SGTR radiation offsite
! -consequence analysis.

| - A SGTR accident results in release of primary coolant to the secondary side of
a steam generator, thus providing a pathway for iodine and noble gases from'

the primary coolant to be released to the environment. For the STP SGTR

i
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event, Westinghouse performed the thermal and hydraulic responses to the SGTR
event and calculated-the integrated primary to secondary breakflow and mass
releases from the ruptured and intact steam generators to the atmosphere using
the methodology developed in WCAP-10698. This methodology was developed by
the SGTR subgroup of tie Westinghouse Owners Group and the staff accepted it
in their Safety Evaluations dated December 17, 1985 and March 30, 1987.

The staff used in its offsite radiological dose calculation, the SGTR thermal
and hydraulic data calculated by Westinghouse and provided by'the licensee in
their letter of October 12, 1989. The staff assumed that loss of offsite
power occurs at the time of reactor trip and the highest worth control
assembly was assumed to be stuck in its fully withdrawn position at reactor
trip. The staff's calculational model is based on a double-ended break of one
steam generator tube at the top of the tube sheet and a failed open
atmospheric relief valve on the ruptured steam generator.

In the event of a SGTR, the operator is required to take actions to stabilize
the plant and terminate the primary to secondary leakage. The operator
actions for SGTR recovery are provided in STP E0Ps. High secondary activity,
as indicated by the main steamline radiation monitors, steam generator
blowdown radiation monitors, or condenser off gas monitors will provide the
first indication of a SGTR event. The ruptured steam generator can be
identified by an unexpected increase in steam generator water level, a high
radiation indication on the corresponding main steamline radiation monitor,
steam generator blowdown line radiation monitor, or high activity in any steam
generator sample.

Once the ruptured steam generator has been identified, it is v.olated by
closing steam flow from and stopping feedwater to the ruptured steam
generator. The staff accepted the licensee's analysis of 680 seconds to
identify and isolate the ruptured steam generator after initiation of the
SGTR. This operator action time is specified in the E0P consistent with the
SGTR transient analysis using Westinghouse LOFTTR 2 computer coda.

For the analysis of the offsite radiation doses, the staff assumed the
ruptured steam generator atmospheric relief valve to fail open as a single
-failure criterion at the time of the ruptured steam generator isolation. Due
to the assumed loss of offsite power when the reactor is tripped, the
condenser is not available for steam releases and steam is instead released to
the environment through failed atmospheric relief valve. The staff further
assumed that an operator can locally close the failed open relief valve within
15 minutes after the valve failure (approximately 30 minutes from the SGTR
event).

The staff's independent calculated doses for the maximum offsite radiological
consequences which resulted from the failed open atmospheric relief valve
scenario are summarized in Table 2, with the assumptions for the analysis
provided in Table 1. Case 1 assumes no pre-accident iodine spike, while Case
2 assumes a pre-accident spike which results in a primary coolant activity of
60 yCi/gm dose-equivalent I-131. For Case 1, the dose is based upon the plant

| technical specification for the equilibrium dose-equivalent I-131 primary
f
|

i
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cotilant activity limit of 1.0 pCi/gm with an increase of iodine release rate
from-the fuel to the primary coolant by a factor of 500. No additional fuel
failure is expected to occur as a result of this accident.

The staff-concludes that the distances to the exclusion area and low popu-
lation zone boundaries for the South Texas site are sufficient to provide
reasonable assurance that the calculated radiological consequences of a
postulated steam generator tube rupture accident do not exceed: (1) a small '

fraction:(10 percent) of the dose guidelines set forth in 10 CFR Part 100 for
the case of an iodine spike that results from the accident, and (2) the dose
guidelines set forth in 10 CFR Part 100 for the case of the pre-accident
spike.

Confirmatory Issue 3 - Evaluate the adequacy of the main steam lines and
associated supports under water-filled conditions as a result of SGTR
overfill.

The licensee performed calculation SL209RC9981 and 5L349C9512 which demon-
strate the structural adequacy of the main steam lines and associated supports
under water-filled conditions from SGTR overfill. The staff finds this to be
acceptable.

Confirmatorv-Issue 4 - Provide a list of systems, components and instrumenta-
tion which are credited for accident mitigation in the plant-specific SGTR
E0Ps.

In response to this issue the licensee has provided a list (Table 3) which
provides system and components, and instrumentation that are credited for
accident mitigation in the plant-spc:ific SGTR E0Ps (1(2) P0P05-E0-E000). The
list is arranged for the following major actions needed for accident recovery.

1. Identify the Ruptured Steam Generator

2. Isolate the Ruptured Steam Generator

.3. Cooldown Reactor Coolant System (RCS)

-4. Depressurize RCS

5. Terminate Safety Injection (SI)

The st'aff finds this to be acceptable.

C_qnfirmatov Issue 5 - Survey the designs of the primary and balance-of-plant
systems design to determine the compatibility with the bounding analysis in
WCAP-10698. Note major design differences. Identify the worst single failure
if it is- different from WCAP-10698 analysis, and provide the effect of the
difference on the margin of overfill.
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The licensee performed a specific analysis (WCAP-12369, "LOFTTR 2 Analysis for
a Steam Generator Tube Rupture for the South Texas Project Units 1 and 2") to
demonstrate margin to steam generator overfill assuming the limiting single
failure with respect to overfill as well as an analysis to determine the
offsite radiation doses assuming the limiting single failure for offsite doses
without steam generator overfill. The LOFTTR 2 analysis to determine the
margin to overfill was performed for the time period from the tube rupture
until the primary and secondary pressures equalize and the break flow
terminates. The water volume in the secondary side of the ruptured steam
generator was calculated as a function of time to demonstrate that overfill
does not occur. From the results of this analysis the licensee has
demonstrated that there is margin of steam generator overfill for STPEGS. The
staff finds this to be acceptable.

3.0 CONCLUSION

The staff concludes that the licensee's responses to Confirmatory Issues 2, 3,
4, and 5 of the plant specific steam generator overfill issues are acceptable.
The response to Confirmatory Issue 1 is incomplete because operator action
times were not obtained for all operating crews. Therefore, this Confirmatory
Issue remains as an open item.
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TABLE 1
'

.

ASSUMFTIONS USED FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE
RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES FOLLOWING A POSTULATED

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE ACCIDENT

1 Core power level, MWt 4100

2 Total steam generator tube 1.0
leakage, prior to accident, gpm *

3 Reactor coolant activity:

3.1 Accident Initiated Spike The initial reactor coolant iodine
activities of 1.0 pCi/ gram of dose
equivalent I-131.

Iodine release rate from fuel
increases by a factor of 500 at
reactor trip (iodine spike).

3.2 Pre-accident Spike Primary coolant iodine activities of
60 pCi/ gram of dose equivalent I-131.

4 Secondary system initial activity Dose equivalent of 0.1 pCi/ gram of
I-131.

5 Reactor coolant mass, orams 2.6 x 10s

6 Initial Steam generator water 4.9 x 107
each, grams

7 Offsite power lost at time of reactor trip a

8 Ruptured steam generator
8.1 Break flow, lbs. 1.86 x 105

8.2 Rupture flow flashing 0.1
fraction

8.3 Iodine scrubbing efficiency 0

8.4 Total steam release to 1.29 x 105
atmosphere,, lbs.

8.5 Iodine partition coefficient
Flashing steam 1.0
. Steam Generator Water 100

9 Intact steam generators

9.1 Total primary-to-secondary 0.7
leakage, gpm

_ _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ -
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Total steam release to 1.69 x 108
atmosphere, lbs i

Iodine partition coefficient 100

10 Atmospheric Dispersion Factors,
sec/m

.

0 - 2 hours at EAB 1.3 x 10 4
-0 - 8 hours at LP8 3.8 x 10 5-

11 Breathing Rate, m2/sec 3.47 x 10 4

12 Dose. Conversion Factors ICRP 30

.

., ,# -,w = v-+
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...

RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCE OF SGTR ACCIDENT

Steam Generator Exclusion Area low Population Zone
Tube Rupture Thyroid Whole-Body Thyroid Whole-Body

With concomitant
iodine spike 4 <0.1 1 <0.1,

SRP limits 30 2. 5 30 2, 5
)

1With pre-accidental
!iodine spike 29 < 0.1 8 <0.1 !

SRP limits 300 25 300 25

.
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TABl.E.3

Page'l of 8 ..

Major Actions ; Identify the Ruptured Steam Generator

!

Backup SafetyPrincipal' Safety.
.

*
Equipment Grade * Comment Equipment Grade * Comment

Main Steamilna Y Heats R.G. 1.97 SG Blowdown Radiation Y Meets R.G. 1.97

Radiation Monitor Monitor'

SG 14 AIRA-RT-8046 ,
SG 1A CIRA-RT-8022

IB CIRA-RT-8047 IB A1RA-RT-8023 i

IC'A1RA-RT-8048- IC CIRA-RT-8024
.lD CIRA-RT-8049 ID A1RA-RT-8025

Condenser Vacuum Pump N Cannot identify which

Radiation Monitor SG is ruptured; only
that primary to"

N1RA-RT-8037 secondary' leakage has(

occurred

SG N/R Level Y Four channels per SG Non-Safety Grade N
Indication on main

SG 1A DIFW-LT-519 Safety grade indication control panel (two

AIFW-LT-571 from QDPS (all fcur channels)
IB D1FW-LT-529 channels)

AIFW-LT-572, '

1C DIFW-LT-539
AIFW-LT-573.

ID DIFW-LT-549
A1FW-LT-574

* Y for safety grade
.

H foi non-safety grade

i
.

k

_2 ___
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TABLE 3
-

.

Page 2 of 8'

Major Action: Isolats the Ruptured Steam Generator"

' Principal Safety Backup Safety-

Equipment ' Grade * ' Comment Equipment' Gradea Ca-mant' !*

Close SG PORY Y Electric-hydraulic Locally Close PORY Y Manual Valve 1

actuator Clase'1E power Block Valve . [
i

f SG'1A AIMS-PV-7411
IB 51MS-PV-7421 ' Safety grade controla. 1-MS-00211
1C C1HS-PV-7431 by.QDPS 1-MS-0038
ID D1HS-PV-7441 1-MS-0055-

l-MS-0072<

'

.

If SG ID. ruptured Class IE' power safety Trip the trip and

close" Steam Supply to grade controls throttle valve for i
*

AFW Pump the AFW pump turbine

:

1-MS-MOV-0143: Y l-MS-MOV-0514 Y. Class IE power, safety i
grade controin

;

P

Close SG Blowdown Y Each has two redundant

Valve solenoid vent valves
powered by separate ,

SG 1A A1SB-FV-4153 Class IE power sources. .

IB BISB-FV-4152 safety grade controls {
IC CISB-FV-4151 ,

ID A1SB-TV-4150

* Y for safety grade
N for non-safety grade- ;

i r

$

. - . .
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TABLE 3'
7

Pago 3 of 8

Major Action: . Isolate the Ruptured Steam Generator (Cont.-)

Principal Safety Backup Safety
Equipment ' Grade * Comment Equipment Grade * Comment

*

close HSIV MSIV's vent alr to 1) Close all remaining Y Used if loss of offsite
close and have two MSIV's and MSIV power (LOOP) occurs to
redundant solenold, bypass valves isolate the ruptured SG

SG 1A AIMS-FSV-7414 Y vent valves powered by (MSIB's) from the intact SG's if'
1B AlHS-FSV-7424 separate Class lE MSIV of ruptured SG
IC AIMS-FSV-7434 power sources fails to close
ID AIMS-FSV-7444 . -

2) Close downstream N Used if no LOOP
isolation valves

'Close MSIY bypass Y MSIY bypass valve,

valve (MSIB) vents air to close.
Each has two solenoid

SC 1A AIMS-FV-7412 vent valves powered;
IB AIMS-TV-7472 by separate Class IE
IC AIMS-TV-7432 power sources
ID AIMS-FV-7442

Close MSIV above seat Y Solenold actuator Close MSIV above seat Y Locally close manual
drain valve Class IE power drain block valve valve ;

Safety grade controla
'SG 1A AIMT-FV-7900A SG 1A 1-MS-0543 i

IB AIMT-FV-7901A IB l-MS-0544
1C BlMT-FV-7902A IC 1-MS-0545
ID BIMT-TV-7903A ID l-MS-0546

.

* Y for safety grade
-H for non-safety grade

.
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' TABLE 3' -

1 ,''Page 4 of 8;

' Major Action: Isolate the Ruptured 'Steen Generator :(Cont. )
.

.s.

Backup Safety
Principal . Safety
Equipment Grade * Comment Equipment Grades Comment ^*

Stop Ceed flow to. Y " Electric. actuator. Stop the AFW Pump Y

ruptured SG by Class IE' power safety

closing 1AFW Reg _ valve grade controls SG 1A Pump'No. Il Motor driven .
*

IB Pump No. 12 Motor driven

IC Pump No. 13 Motor driven
SG 1A AIAF-TV-7525 ID Pump No. 14 Turbine driven

IB-BIAF-FV-7524
IC CIAF-TV-7523- .

.

ID DIAF-FY-7526 i

Check SG pressure Y Three channels'per SG
,

,

,

SG 1A' AIMS-PT-0514 : Safety grade indication Non'Eafaty grade N
i

DIMS-PT-0515 from QDPS indication on main
control panel :

BINS-PT-0516
15 A!MS-PT-0524

-DlHS-PT-0525.
.

BINS-PT-0526 ,

!IC AlHS-PT-0534
DlHS-PT-0535
BlHS-PT-0536 .

ID AlHS-PT-0544 !
'

I DlHS-PT-0545 ,

i .BIMS-PT-0546 !
t

''l'
* Y for safety grade .

''

! N for non-safety grade
.

l
i, . .

t

f
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TABLE 3

*
Page 5 of i

Halor Action: Cooldown RCS

8Principal Safety Backup Safety
Equipment Grade * Comment Equipment Grade * Comment

*

' Roset SI Y

Verify AC Busses Y
Energized
Emergency Diesel
Generatorg

DG 11 (Train A) .

DG 12 (Train B)
DG 13 (Train C)

.

Corp Exit Temperature Y Safety grade indication N1II-TR-0001 and N Non-Safety grade
from QDPS ERFDADS indication

Al!I-TE-0001 to 0025

CITI-TE-0026 to 0050

Ugp Intact SG PORV's Y Electric-hydraulic Steam Dumo to Condenser N If LOOP, then condenser
actuator Class IE not available

SG 1A AlHS-PV-7411 power
,

IB BIMS-PV-7421 Safety grade controls
IC ClHS-PV-7431 .by QDPS.
la DlHS-PV-7441

* Y for safety grade
N for non-safety grada

,

I
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TABLE 3

Page 6 of 8

Halor Action: Depressurize RCS
.

Principal ~ Safety Backup Safety

Equipment- Grade * Comment Equipeent Grade * Comment*

Frpasurizer PORV's Y Redundant PORV's and 1) Normal Pressurizer N If no LOOP then can use
block valves Spray Subsystem RCP's for Normal

Pressurizer Spray.
AIRC-PCV-0655A
BIRC-PCV-0656A Solenoid actuator-

Class IE power safety 2) Auxiliary N Use of centrifugal-

grade manual controls; Pressurizer Spray charging pumps and
Non Safety grade Subsystem portions of CVCS and

BOP diesel that areautomatic controls
not'all safety related

.

PRZR FORY block
valves Y

1-RC-MOV-0001A Class 1E power safety

1-RC-MOV-0001B grade controls

.

* Y for safety grade
N for non-safetf. grade

. ._- _
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TABLE 3
.

Page 7 of 8

Hajor Actions Terminate SI

Backup Safety

Grade * Comment Equipment Grade * CommentPrincipal Safety
*

Equipment

Y Safet* grade indication Non-safety grade H

Check RCS Pressure indication on mainfrom QDPS
control panel

B1RC-PT-406
C1HC-PT-407

N
Check RCS Subcooling Y Safety grade indication Non-safety grade

indication on mainfrom QDPS
control pa.nel

A111-TE-0001 to 0025
C111-TE-0026 to 0050

* Y
Y Safety grade indication Safety grade

Check AW Flow indicators os mainfrom QDPS
control panel

SG 1A A1AF-FT-7525
IB B1AF-FT-7524
1C CIAF-FT-7523
1D DIAF-FT-7526 #

Y Four Channels per SG
Check SG Laval

Safety grade indication Non-safety grade N-
i

SG 1A D1W-LT-519 from QDPS (all four indication on main
Al W-LT-571 control panel (twochannels)1B D1W-LT-529 channels)
A1W-LT-572

IC D1W-LT-539
A1 W-LT-5 73

ID DlW-LT-549 .

Al W-LT-574

.

* Y for safety grada
N for non-safety grade

.
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TABLE 3

*
Page 8 of 8

Hajor Action: Terminate SI (Cont.)
3

Backup Safety
Principal Safety f
Equipment Grade * Comment Equipment Grade * Comment*

Check Pressurizer Y Safety grade indication Hon safety grade N

from QDPS indication on main
Level control panel

AIRC-LT-0465
DIRC-LT-0466
BIRC-LT-0467
CII.0-LT-0468

YStop IDISI Pumps
.

A Y for safety grade
N for non-safety grade

,

.
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